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Unit 2 Bright lights, big city ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT B

You are a bus driver. You are sitting in the bus station café when a man spills his coffee over you. He is an
immigrant and you don’t like immigrants. You get angry with him and are rude to him. Say why you don’t want
foreigners coming to your country. Use expressions like these:

• Why don’t you go back to your own country?
• People like you come here and take our jobs.

Unit 2 Bright lights, big city ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT C

You are a bus driver. You are sitting in the bus station café. You see another bus driver, a refugee and an immigrant
accidentally spill his coffee over the man next to him, who is not an immigrant. This second man becomes angry
and rude to the immigrant. Walk over and help the refugee to defend himself. Use expressions like these:

To the refugee:                                                      To the man who does not like immigrants: 
• Don’t worry – we don’t all think like him. • You should be ashamed of yourself.

Unit 3 Fame and fortune ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT A

You are a famous pop star. You are going to release a new album soon. You are discussing plans to publicise the album
with your PR (public relations) manager. Some dates for TV shows and interviews are already definite, others are not.
The problem is that you are very tired and would like to take a three-month holiday. However, your PR manager thinks
you should appear on TV chat and pop shows and go on tour all over the country. Use expressions like these:

• I'm on The Chart Show next month, aren't I?                   • What's happening in (July)?
• I may not do that. I really need a break, you know. • I might take that month off.

Unit 3 Fame and fortune ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT B 

You are the PR (public relations) manager for a famous pop star. He / she is going to release a new album soon.
You are discussing the plans to publicise the album. Some dates for TV chat shows and interviews are already
definite, others are not. The problem is that the celebrity is very tired and would like to take a three-month
holiday. Try to persuade him / her that he / she needs appear on TV chat and pop shows and go on  tour all over
the country in order to publicise the album. He / she can take a holiday later. Use expressions like these:

• The album's coming out in June.                                 • I've arranged interviews with the newspapers.
• (Keith Jones) wants you to appear on his TV              • You really should do that TV show. You need 

chat show. the publicity.

Unit 2 Bright lights, big city ROLE CARD FOR STUDENT A

You are a political refugee. You arrived a year ago. You speak the language well. You work as a bus driver. You are in
the bus station café. By accident you spill coffee over a man sitting next to you. He becomes angry and starts being
rude about the fact that you are an immigrant. Apologise for spilling the coffee, and defend yourself. Use
expressions like these:

• I’m very sorry that I spilled my coffee on you. It was an accident.
• I have every right to be here and work here.
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